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Based on the principle of synthesizing the matrix of transitional
probabilities, processes of decision-making support by means of the
truncated procedures of type (k/n)n (k≤n) are considered. Obtained
expressions for calculating the time-efficiency of the processes of
decision support using procedures type (k/4)4 are shown. There are
given calculated by the expressions obtained data time efficiency,
which will enable a quantitative comparison between different procedures and select the best of them on the basis of specific practical tasks.
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Introduction
Validity is the fundamental concept of the theory decisionmaking and characterizes their quality. In the theoretical plan validity
is defined by completeness and reliability of basic data, depth of
scientific knowledge of regularities relating to the operated processes, quality of the mathematical models used at development of
decisions and specific features of the particular making decision
person [1],[12],[13] (P, MD) – experience, intuition, knowledge, etc.
In difference from the efficiency determined by physically obvious and directly measurable values of phase duration managements, validity the difficult and much less studied concept. Special
practical value is gained by a validity assessment in the decisionmaking support systems (DMSS-Decision Making Support System)
in which the system forms possible versions of decisions. They are
qualitatively new level of automating administrative processes.
DMSS develop administrative information systems to high extent of
intellectualization of activity at decision-making in the problem situations which are characterized by big complexity, uncertainty and
weak structure.
DMSS represents a complex of technical means (program and
hardware), intended for performance of expert functions in the
situations demanding adoption of the proved and qualified decisions
[1, 12, 13] both in usual, and in extreme and non-staff conditions.
Proceeding from it when developing DMSS a main objective is
creation of programs (devices) which at the solution of the tasks
difficult for the expert (person), reach validity, quality and efficiency
of the solutions proposed by system, and the final decision is made
by the expert (person) and bears full responsibility for consequences from his realization. Therefore at creation of DMSS usually use
three principles [1]:
– power of system depends on information volume in the
knowledge base in the beginning, and then is defined by the
procedures of result formation used in it i.e., it is important to
have knowledge, sufficient for solvable tasks, but not difficult
procedures of a conclusion of the decision;
– knowledge of the expert is generally heuristic, uncertain, plausible, but not true. It speaks, the fact that solvable tasks, are difficult formalizable. Knowledge of the expert has subjective character. Often the expert up to the end does not realize as he
solves an objective;

– in connection with difficult formalizability of solvable tasks with
heuristic subjective nature of the used knowledge the object of
management has to participate in the direct interaction with
DMSS proceeding in the form of dialogue.
Functioning of DMSS [13] can be divided into three stages:
– knowledge acquisition;
– the organization of knowledge ensuring effective functioning of
system;
– delivery of knowledge, at the request of management object.
Use of DMSS has the following features [1]:
– the system is applied to the solution of difficult practical tasks;
– quality, validity and efficiency of solutions of DMSS should not
concede to decisions of the person (expert);
– solutions of DMSS have to be clear at the qualitative level;
– systems are capable to fill up the knowledge during dialogue.
Therefore the assessment of time and efficiency of processes of
decision-making is very important.
1.Work Purpose
The article purpose is consideration of possible methodical receptions to an assessment of validity and to give a comparative
assessment them, and also to receive expressions for calculation of
temporary efficiency of processes of decision-making support by
means of the truncated procedures [12].
2.Main Part
Now in scientific literature the applied three groups of methods
of an assessment of validity are described.
The first group of methods is based on a posteriori assessment
of validity, i.e. an assessment of versions of the decision on their
consequences.
Value of validity is determined as extent of approach of the
formed option to optimum by value of criterion of efficiency of the
operated process, i.e. external criterion of management [2, 11].
In this method expression of determination of validity is used
:
,
where

– efficiency of the operated process at the chosen

version of decisions ;
- the maximum value of efficiency of
the operated process reached at the choice of an optimal variant of
decisions

.

As

the ratio (1) is always fair
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,

and equality
is reached only at coincidence of the
chosen decision with optimum.
Kind of this group of methods is the method which is based on a
correlation coefficient assessment
management efficiency

between the reached

and value of validity  [2].
,

where

-

population

- their mean square deviation.
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, at an optimal variant of the decision

will be close to unit.
By external criterion the following shortcomings are inherent in a
validity assessment:
It is necessary to know optimum value of the operated process
efficiency
For this purpose further research by means of
special mathematical models or imitating modeling is necessary that
can be comparable on complexity and time with the solution of the
main objective.
In this group of methods incompleteness and inaccuracy of information on object of management and external conditions is not
considered that often leads to emergence not of one, but sets (area)
of optimal solutions. Therefore any determination of the decision
validity has to be based taking into account uncertainty of basic
data.
The second group of methods is represented by alternative
methods. In an alternative method [3, 10, 11] the person makes the
decision in the course of justification analyzes a number of options
on area of admissible values. Depending on degree of uncertainty
which usually contains in basic data and specific human features
HDM (human decision maker) defines number of options mtask,
which he considers expedient to analyses for justification of the
decision. The actual number of the considered options m depends
on resources and time for decision-making. It can appear less than
mtask. As a measure of decisions validity the relation of number of
actually considered options m to the set number mtask is used:
(3)
It is impossible to recognize such approach satisfactory for the
following three basic reasons.
The results received based on the ratio of (3) in a decisive way
depends on subjectively set value mtask. If HDM – the person
insufficiently far-sighted, then it sets small number of options, but
from here contrary to a ratio (3), it is impossible to draw a conclusion on high validity of the decision in any way.
The validity calculated based on the ratio of (3) does not possess property of saturability. It means that at any number of the
options, which are already considered by HDM in the range of values
according to expression (3) expediently
further carrying out researches, and a gain of validity values is
identical in areas of both small, and great values m.
Theoretically value of validity cannot reach the value equal to
unit. At any the volume and depth of justification, there is always an
opportunity to consider additional data and by that to improve quality of the made decision. However based on the ratio of (3) value of
validity at
research on bigger, than

equally to unit, from this it follows that
, to number of options it is inex-

pedient. As value
it is set for subjective reasons and consequently it cannot coincide with almost expedient number of options. Therefore use of expression (3) can lead in practice to incorrect recommendations.
The third group of methods – probabilistic (statistical) methods
of an assessment of validity at which a basis of methods is the fact
that the most essential factor of the made decisions validity is completeness (volume) of initial information and its availability.
Statistical methods of validity assessment are based on the assumption that validity is defined by the statistics volume which are
estimated from the point of view of their validity [14].

In this case validity is defined according to the limit theorem of
Jacob Bernoulli [4, 11, 14].
(4)
,
where

– statistical assessment of validity and its true val-

ue respectively;
– very small positive numbers.
According to [3], for any difficult control system increase in volume of initial information leads to increase of validity of the made
decisions according to expression:
(5)
where I – the number of the available information;

– va-

lidity of decisions at full and exact information, i.e.
;
–
amount of entropy – uncertainty of the made decisions, obviously
; – aprioristic probability of awareness.
Then degree of validity of decisions is defined by a ratio:
(6)
where – a component, the characterizing information value
from the point of view of the made decisions.
Really, size

speed of increase of size is characterized

depending on the volume of the used information.
Other option of a probabilistic method of validity determination is
given in work [5, 14]. According to this method, validity is defined as
probability of a right choice (optimum) decision. At the same time
validity of the decision by consideration m options it is equal
(7)
where :

U

–

;

number

of

- Gauss's interval;
management
parameters

;

– a mean square deviation of management
parameters from the extreme values inherent in optimal solutions;
– change interval

, i.e.

; M – number of not opti-

mized parameters;
– number of options which have to be
analyzed for definition of the optimal solution.
To the considered methods of assessment decision validity
have the common fault inherent in all i.e. they do not allow to estimate and recommend to HDM version of the decision optimum of
those options which are prepared in the course of functioning of
DMSS.
In this regard we will consider in more detail process of formatting the decision versions and an assessment of their validity in
DMSS. For definiteness we will take DMSS in which the indistinct
productional knowledge base are realized [6].
Let's consider known:
– set of decisions
to output variables y;

, corresponding
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– set of entrance variables
;
– ranges of quantitative change of each entrance variable
;

;;

– function of accessory

, allowing to represent variables

in the form of odd sets.
It is required: to develop the algorithm of decision-making allowing to make decisions on the fixed vector of entrance variables
to put the
decision in compliance
.
For the solution of this task the indistinct logical equations which
are under construction on the basis of a knowledge matrix are used
and allow to calculate functions of accessory relating to various
decisions
at the fixed values of entrance variables.
The system of the logical equations briefly can be written down
as follows [3]:
,
where

(8)

– function of accessory of parameter

indistinct

to

term

It will also be the recommended version of the decision for HDM
which validity degree, corresponds to value of function of accessory
d
 j ( x1* , x2* , x3* ,..., xn* ) .
Now we will consider the possibility of creating the algorithm of
calculating temporary efficiency of processes of the decision-making
support by means of the truncated procedures. At the same time it
should be noted that after an assessment of decision-making validity the assessment of time and efficiency of decision-making processes is also very important.
According to work [7] where the principle of synthesizing the
matrix of transitional probabilities (Markov's chains with two absorbing states) processes of decision-making support by means of the
truncated procedures of type
are stated, and
also expressions for calculating probabilities of efficiency are received.
Let's consider a technique and expressions of calculating conditional, unconditional population means and mean square values of
times before decision-making (temporary efficiency) for procedures
, and also numerical calculation of
temporary efficiency. Some other method the reader can find in
Sailors et.al. [10], Box [14].
Let's begin with procedure

, for which a matrix G and

have an appearance according to [7]

,

;
–
function of accessory of a vector of input parameters
to value of an output variable
.
As the required decision HDM the decision with the greatest
value of accessory function recommended. At the same time the
specified value conditionally is accepted to degree of validity of
decisions. More testing and validity of DMSS can be read in Sailors
et.al. [10] and Pomerol [12] and Box [14].
The algorithm of decision-making contains the following operations:
1 operation. The vector of values of entrance variables is set

,

(11)
From expression
sion for a functional matrix

[7, 8, 9] let's find expres-

.
2 operation. Functions of accessory of indistinct terms are set
and values of these functions for preset values of entrance variables
are defined
.
3 operation. Using the logical equations (8) functions of accessory are calculated
values

vector

.

for all

. At the same time logical operations AND

and OR
over functions of accessory are replaced with
operations min and max

From

here

expression

for

vectors

and

it is calculated as

,
(9)
4 operation. Value is defined
minimum

,

, which function of accessory is
.
(10)
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For receiving conditional population means
(mean square values

and dispersions

it is necessary to calculate

matrixes
and
.. Therefore, making (taking into account a
matrix (11)) calculations, we will receive taking into account (see in
[8, 9]):

,

,

,
.

,

,

Fundamental matrix of procedure
after calculations on the basis of [7,8,9, 15] takes a form

Ĝ1

,
.

(13)

Taking into account a functional matrix (13) expression for unconditional vectors
[9] define as follows:
.

and

(12)

Follows from a matrix (12)

,

,
.

.
Let's pass to procedure

For calculation of conditions of vectors EV j and
HV j ( j  0,1) matrixes are necessary
and . On the matrix
given in works ([7, 9, 15] calculated matrixes have an appearance:

, for which a matrix G and

have an appearance

,
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.
.
For procedure
8, 9]:

similar data are submitted in works [7,

Expression for vectors
bulkiness we will not bring.

and

because of

Let's pass to the last procedure
have an appearance according to [7]:

. Matrixes

and

,

.

,
Matrixes
and vectors
in the form [6, 7, 8]

and

it is possible to present

,

,

,

.
By the matrix technique stated above and are calculated on
formulas

,

,
,

.
Matrixes

and

.

are presented in the form:
Functional matrixes
by matrixes (14) as

,
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Tab. 2. Values of conditional mean square deviations
Vector of a mean
square deviation

,

(15)
Vectors
ing to formulas:

, using matrixes (15), consider accord-

,
.
We will present vectors of conditional dispersions in the form:

,

.
Thus, all necessary expressions for calculation of temporary efficiency of processes of decision-making support by means of procedures of type
are received.
Let's bring also calculated on the expressions received above
given to temporary efficiency for all procedures at

Procedure

(1/ 4) 4

(2 / 4) 4

(3 / 4) 4

(4 / 4) 4

1,1128
0,8142
0,4903
0

0,7623
0,8142
0,4702
0,4993
0
0
0,4113
0
0,3703
0
0,2875
0
0,4458
0,6371
0,3802
0,30
0,30
0

0,4441
0,4791
0
0,4993
0
0
0,4642
0,3727
0,3383
0
0,2875
0
0,4732
0,3842
0,3433
0,30
0,30
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1,0131
0,6371
0,30
0

0,349
0,3382
0,2875
0
0,3503
0,3433
0,30
0

Conclusions
At the organization of dialogue all possible versions of the decision and corresponding or functionating accessory, as a rule, are
displayed that stimulates analytical opportunities of the person
making the decision at decision-making process and does not limit
its initiative.
The received decisions and expressions allow as the person
making the decision and as the system of decision-making support
to carry out an assessment of validity and to time efficiency of decision-making processes.
Summary
Decisions and expressions which allow as the person making
the decision and decision-making support system, to carry out an
assessment of validity and time efficiency relating to decisionmaking processes are provided in article. There are considered the
principle of synthesizing the matrix of transitional probabilities,
processes of decision-making support by means of the truncated
procedures of type
(K ≤ n). All necessary expressions for
calculation of temporary efficiency of processes of decision-making

(tab. 1 and tab. 2).
The provided data allows to compare quantitatively among
themselves various procedures and to choose the best of them
proceeding from a specific practical objective.

support by means of procedures of type
are shown. The
calculated expressions enable a quantitative comparison between
different procedures and select the best of them on the basis of
specific practical tasks.

Tab. 1. Values of conditional population means
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